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Abstract

We introduce an axiomatic approach to logical relations and data renement. We consider a programming language and the monad on the
category of small categories generated by it. We identify abstract data
types for the language with sketches for the associated monad, and de ne
an axiomatic notion of \relation" between models of such a sketch in a
semantic category. We then prove three results: (i) such models lift to the
whole language together with the sketch; (ii) any such relation satis es
a soundness condition, and (iii) such relations compose. We do this for
both equality of data representations and for an ordered version. Finally,
we compare our formulation of data re nement with that of Hoare.
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1 Introduction
Logical relations provide an e ective means to reason about abstract data types
[20, 11]. Consider two set-based interpretations A and C of an ADT X added
to a language L. One nds an invariant relation between the underlying sets of
the two interpretations that is preserved by all the operations. Logical relations
extend this invariant from X to the whole of the language L(X ) containing X ,
and the main lemma of logical relations ensures that the induced relations are
themselves invariants, respected by all programs in the language. What one
infers from a logical relation depends on the relations assigned to the builtin types of the language or other types lying outside an ADT. For instance,
built-in types are typically assigned equality relations, whereas the possible
interpretations of an abstract type may vary; then existence of an invariant
relation implies that any program of a built-in type has the same meaning under
both interpretations. Thus, logical relations provide a means of reasoning about
equivalence of data representations.
A mildly di erent formulation has types interpreted as ordered sets, with
an order relation  assigned to each built-in type; then if P is any program
of such a type, the existence of an invariant relation allows one to conclude
that A(P )  C (P ). If we think of  as an ordering of \improvement"|where
x  y means that y is better de ned or more determinate than x|then this
is reminiscent of Hoare's criterion for the correctness of data re nement (by
up-simulations): it says that the \concrete" interpretation C is an improvement
on the \abstract" interpretation A.
In this paper we give an axiomatic treatment of these uses of binary logical
relations. We prove three main results: (i) such relations automatically lift from
an abstract data type to a surrounding language; (ii) any such relation satis es
a soundness condition, and (iii) such relations compose. We do this for both
equality of data representations and for an ordered version. Finally, we compare
our formulation of data re nement with that of Hoare.
Our development draws on previous work on categorical aspects of logical
relations, principally that of Ma and Reynolds [10] and O'Hearn and Tennent
[13], and is strongly in uenced by the categorical approach to data re nement
initiated by Hoare [4] and formulated in terms of categories with algebraic structure by Kinoshita and Power [7, 8]. We give an account of this background in
some detail in Section 2.
We then proceed with the paper. In Section 3, we explain the notion of
sketch, which gives us a precise category theoretic formulation of the notion
of abstract data type. In Section 4, we move on to the central construct of
the paper, the notion of L-relation for a monad L on Cat, as explained in the
background. The notion of L-relation is a mild weakening of an axiomatic notion
of logical relation as a structure-preserving functor. We prove a soundness
result, which links existence of a logical relation with equality or order. This is
a standard result to look for, from the point of view of logical relations. It is
often left implicit, or unstated, in work on data re nement. We then consider
lifting, where a \relation" between two models of an abstract data type X is

lifted to the whole surrounding language L(X ). This is analogous to both the
main lemma of logical relations and the lifting results in data re nement.
We then study composition in Section 5. This is prompted by Hoare's treatment of data re nement, where composition is regarded as fundamental. Here
we face a problem: logical relations do not compose in general, a stumbling block
in previous attempts to apply logical relations to re nement. Our solution is
to arrange the de nition of L-relation so that the resulting notion is slightly
weaker than the usual notion of logical relation, while still strong enough for
us to prove soundness. The main result is that L-relations compose. Our account has the pleasant consequence of making the \identity" functor, which in
the leading example of relations, literally delivers identity relations, acquire a
precise status in the axiomatic theory as the identity construction in a category
object.
In Section 6, we consider the case of partial order in more detail. For the
bulk of the paper, we consider categories, but here we pass to locally ordered
categories in order to account for improvement as outlined above. Essentially
everything works as for categories except for the account of soundness. That
requires a slightly di erent account of identities.
We end the paper in Section 7 by describing the connection between our
work and Hoare's approach to data re nement.
One issue we do not address is polymorphism. In particular, Reynolds has
emphasised the importance of the identity extension lemma in his approach to
parametricity [20, 10]; one might hope to analyse this axiomatically along the
lines of our work here, and perhaps relate it to the logic from [16] (ideas of [22]
should be relevant for this). We leave this as a problem for future work.
We are grateful to Edmund Robinson for discussions and feedback throughout this work. In particular, his treatment of identities and soundness in [21],
though slightly di erent, had an in uence on us here. It would be interesting to
see how far his completeness result, formulated in terms of logical relations for
Cartesian closed categories, could be generalised, for other algebraic structures
on Cat.

2 Background
Our starting point is Ma and Reynolds's categorical treatment of logical relations [10]; see also [12]. Starting with a Cartesian closed category (with nite
limits) M , they construct a category E of \logical relations". The paradigmatic
example has M = Set, with E the category whose objects are binary relations
R  S  T and in which a morphism from R  S  T to R0  S 0  T 0 is a
pair of functions (f : S ! S 0 ; g: T ! T 0 ) such that fxR0 gy whenever xRy. The
main lemma of logical relations is expressed in terms of a Cartesian closed forgetful functor U : E ! M  M . Further, the \identity extension lemma", which
says that the interpretations of types preserve equality relations, is explained
in terms of a Cartesian closed functor J : M ! E which, in the paradigmatic
example, takes each set to the equality relation on it.

If we consider an interpretation of typed -calculus as a Cartesian closed
functor from a syntactically-de ned category L to another category, then in Ma
and Reynolds's theory, a logical relation between two interpretations A and C
is a Cartesian closed functor q making the following diagram commute

E

?
?
? U
q?
??
?
?
L hC; Ai - M  M
Thus, we may understand logical relations in terms of structure-preserving functors, given an appropriate category E of relations. This view is prominent in
the work of Hermida [3], who develops a theory of logical relations in which the
functor U is required to be a bration. That allows a connection between the
categorical formulation of logical relations and predicates in a formal logical language. The brational theory o ers excellent prospects for incorporating logical
relations into a logic of speci cations, a potential that has not been properly
exploited yet.
Ma and Reynolds emphasized the construction of E and the accompanying
functors J and U . Our concern here is not so much with the construction, but
with the abstract properties it satis es. Following O'Hearn and Tennent [13],
we consider two categories with algebraic structure, and structure-preserving
functors between them as follows:
dom
?
E  id M
cod
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We demand only that this forms a re exive graph of categories (i.e., id composed
with dom or cod is the usual identity functor on M ), subject to an additional
condition. The weakness of our axiomatic conditions allows our de nitions and
results to apply in cases where E is quite unlike classical logical relations. In
particular, we give a precise sense in which our de nitions strictly generalise
those in Hoare's approach to data re nement [4, 5, 7, 8]. This allows us to extend
Hoare's approach to higher types in a less restrictive way than the extension
using embedding-projection pairs proposed in [4]. Re exive graphs have also
been used by Robinson and Rosolini [22], to give a construction of parametric
models of polymorphism, and by Pitts [15] in his study of logical relations and
recursive domains.
So Ma and Reynolds used Cartesian closed categories, while O'Hearn and
Tennent used re exive graphs of categories with no additional structure. For
other kinds of languages, one would require other structures on categories. So

 
 

we seek an axiomatic formulation that allows us to consider a range of possible
structures. From the perspective of data re nement, this has already been
considered [7], using categories with algebraic structure. We can adopt that
approach here as well.
The study of categories with algebraic structure is equivalent to the study
of nitary monads on Cat. The term nitary can be ignored here. A category
with algebraic structure is precisely an algebra for some given monad. There
is a monad not only for Cartesian closed categories, but more generally for a
wide class of structures one might like to consider, such as symmetric monoidal
closed categories, categories with nite coproducts, categories with a natural
numbers object, and assorted combinations of these structures. Our results will
apply in all of these cases.
Given a syntax for a language and some equations, we automatically have a
signature and equations on Cat and hence a monad L on Cat; the algebras for
L are small categories with the structure determined by the signature, subject
to the equations. Following Hoare, we may identify the language (subject to the
equations) with the free algebra on the empty category; as such, types in the
language are objects of the free algebra and terms are arrows (or equivalence
classes of arrows). Now, we shall identity a data type on the language with
what we shall call an L-sketch for the monad L [9]. Then we shall prove that
each sketch X has a lifting L(X ); that is, a free algebra on X , and so satis es
the property that a model of the sketch (= data type) in a semantic category
(= L-algebra) M lifts uniquely to a map of L-algebras from L(X ) to M . The
L-algebra L(X ) may be seen as the language extended by the data type X , and
the lifting result shows how a model of the data type lifts uniquely to give a
model of the language extended by the data type.

3 Abstract Data Types and Sketches
To help anchor our development, we use the functional language PCF [23, 17]
as a running example; but we give our abstract de nitions and their analysis
more generally.
We begin by describing how PCF gives rise to a monad on Cat.
Example 3.1 PCF is a simply-typed -calculus, with types

t ::= nat j bool j 1 j t ! t j t  t :
It also has several constants, including the arithmetic operations, a conditional,
and xed-point operators Yt : (t ! t) ! t.

With PCF, we associate a signature and some equations. The signature
contains all the data for CCC structure, speci ed objects (types) nat and bool,
and information to the e ect that each constant has the indicated type, cf [9].
There is considerable leeway in the choice of equations. In fact, it is often wise to
choose fewer rather than more equations, especially in cases where one does not

know what the characterising equations should be, as in variable declarations in
imperative languages. Here we shall take them to be the equations for Cartesian
closedness; although we could have, we do not include equations for, say, the
arithmetic constants of PCF. In any case, the signature information in any
speci c model will be sucient to determine a unique interpretation for each
constant.
This signature and these equations generate a monad L on Cat. The functor
part of L takes a category, adjoins the nat and bool types, thus obtaining a
graph, and then forms the Cartesian closed category freely generated by this
graph together with the operators. An L-algebra (B; b) consists of a small category B and a functor b: L(B ) ! B that satis es two equations [1]. For the
monad for PCF, an L-algebra is a small Cartesian closed category with additional data to interpret the constants. It follows that b is a Cartesian closed
functor, thus providing unique interpretations for all the operations (which appear in L(B )) as well as the CCC structure. Following Hoare [4, 7], we identify
the language with the initial L-algebra; i.e., with the free L-algebra L(;) on the
empty category.
A leading example of a semantic category M for PCF is the category !-Cppo
of !-complete pointed partial orders and continuous functions. As a category
with structure, M comes equipped with speci ed objects nat and bool, and
speci ed maps for successor, Y, and so on; these are given exactly as in the
standard model of PCF [17].
Categories of the form L-Alg for a monad L on Cat include the category of
small Cartesian closed categories, small categories with nite coproducts, and
small monoidal categories. All of our development, except for a soundness result
whose statement requires additional data, goes through with Cat replaced by
any locally presentable category. This is important, for instance, to account
for call by value, possibly with side e ects or continuations, where a natural
structure [18, 24] seems to be centrally closed premonoidal categories, which are
monadic over a variant of Cat. But for now we work simply in terms of Cat.
The following is an example of an ADT that one might wish to add to PCF.
Example 3.2 Consider adjoining an ADT for nite sets of natural numbers to
PCF. PCF(FinSet ) is the extension of PCF obtained by adding a new primitive
type FinSet and operations such as
empty : FinSet
exists : nat  nat  FinSet ! bool
include : FinSet  nat ! FinSet
exclude : FinSet  nat ! FinSet
Besides these types, other types may be obtained using ! and , such as
(FinSet ! FinSet ) ! FinSet
A variant with a higher-order operation is obtained by replacing empty by
new : (FinSet ! nat) ! nat

The idea is that new(x: C ) works by allocating a new nite set and binding
it to x for use in C . Note how the scope of the nite set is explicitly limited
here. This kind of higher-order operation is typical of variable declarations in
imperative languages, and object creation in object-oriented languages.
For ease of exposition, we do not in this example include any equations
between derived terms.

Note that specifying primitive operations of an ADT may involve constructions that use operations of the L-structure. For example, include is a primitive
operation, but has the domain type FinSet  nat given by the speci c PCF type
construction (?)  nat. Similarly, new involves the construction (?) ! nat.
Let L be a monad on Cat. We will de ne L-sketches, identify these with
abstract data types, and consider an interpretation as a structure-preserving
functor L(X ) ! M , where M is any semantic category (= L-algebra) and
L(X ) is obtained by adjoining an abstract data type (= L-sketch) X to the
language. In order to make our constructions and prove our abstract result, we
need to put a size condition on the monad L: we must assert that L has what is
called a rank. All monads that arise from languages such as PCF have a rank.
An analysis may be found in several papers, for instance [6]. For simplicity,
we shall assume the rank is !; i.e., the monad is nitary. Again, this is a size
condition that needs no further analysis to understand the ideas we present here.
Also, we need to refer to nitely presentable categories. All nite categories are
nitely presentable, and that is all one needs to know.
So, suppose L is a nitary monad L on Cat. We rst de ne what we call a
family of diagram types.
De nition 3.3 A family D of diagram types is a small family of 4-tuples
(ci ; di ; ji : ci ! di ; ki : di ! Lci ), where ci and di are nitely presentable categories, and ji and ki are functors, subject to the condition that the following
diagram, dropping the subscripts, commutes (where  is the unit of the monad
L):

d

]JJ
j

k

JJ
Jc

- Lc

c



We generally suppress j and k, leaving them implicit in c and d.

Example 3.4 For our running example, Lc is the category of PCF types and

terms freely generated from indeterminate types and terms that correspond to
the objects and morphisms of c; c is the inclusion. (An indeterminate term
: x ! y here di ers from a primitive operation in an ADT in that x and y
must be indeterminate types and cannot have speci ed constructions.) In other

words, each object and morphism of Lc is a type or term construction of PCF
that takes arguments as speci ed by c.
We formulate the information that the ADT FinSet (the variant version)
involves the speci c constructions (?)  nat and (?) ! nat using the diagramtype 4-tuple
(c = fxg; d = fx; x  nat; x ! natg; j : c ,! d ; k : d ,! Lc )
where j and k are the inclusions. The rst component c speci es that this
diagram-type is concerned with constructions having one type argument. The
second component d speci es the two type constructions to be used in the
ADT; furthermore, d includes the trivial construction x, as this is required by
the commutativity construction.
The ADT also involves the nullary construction bool, for which we have
another diagram type (fg; fboolg; (incl.); (incl.)). The family D of diagram
types consists of such 4-tuples.

Now assume we are given a nitary monad L together with a family D of
diagram types.
De nition 3.5 An hL; Di-sketch X consists of a small category X together
with a D-indexed family of functors 'i : di ! X . A model of (X; ') in an
L-algebra (B; b) is a functor f : X ?! B such that the following diagram commutes:
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

d

'

?

X

k

- Lc

b  L(f'j )

f

- B?



Intuitively, the category X is that of primitive types and operations. Unlike
freely adjoined indeterminates, however, there are some conditions on how these
can be interpreted in an L-algebra (B; b); the family ' of functors determines
these conditions.
Example 3.6 Before we explain the hL; Di-sketch for FinSet , we consider a
simpler case. For the moment, assume that D has only the one component
(c ; d ; J ; k ) in Example 3.4, and that X is the discrete category fu; v; wg of
primitive types. De ne ': d ! X by
0

0

0

0

0

x 7! u; x  nat 7! v; x ! nat 7! w:
An L-algebra (B; b) is a CCC (B; B ; !B ; : : :) with additional data natB ; : : :
to interpret the constants. A model f of (X; ') in (B; b) gives the interpretations f (u), f (v), and f (w) in B . The above commutativity, together with the
de nition of ', implies that these interpretations satisfy the equations
f (u) B natB = f (v); f (u) !B natB = f (w):

So, ' determines the stipulations that u  nat equal v and u ! nat equal w that
any model f must validate. Note that these conditions cannot be formulated
directly because X does not have the relevant operations.
The sketch (X; ') for FinSet is given as follows. First we replace each
constructed type used in the ADT (including each PCF type constant such as
bool) by a new primitive type. The category X has as objects the primitive
type FinSet together with these new ones; the morphisms of X are the primitive
operations (closed under composition and the identities). Finally, we stipulate,
by a suitable family ' of functors, that any model should interpret each new
primitive type by the corresponding construction on the interpretation of FinSet
(or by the data for constants, in the case of bool, etc.).

Note that we can also have equations between two constructed types or terms
(under interpretations). For example, in the simpler case above, if we had '
sending both x  nat and x ! nat to v, then in e ect we have stipulated that
u  nat equals u ! nat (equals v). Similarly, an equation between two terms
constructed from primitive operations can be expressed by ' sending the two
corresponding term constructions to a single morphism of X .
Also note that the family D may have repeated components; this would
allow use of the same construction on di erent arguments in formulating desired
conditions.
To model an ADT X we must specify how to interpret it in a semantic
category M ; i.e., we must give a model of the sketch X in the L-algebra M .
The following universal property shows how such an interpretation lifts uniquely
to an interpretation of the language L(X ) obtained by adjoining an ADT.
Theorem 3.7 [9] For any hL; Di-sketch X , there is an L-algebra L(X ) and
a model : X ?! L(X ) of X in L(X ) such that for any L-algebra (B; b),
composition with : X ?! L(X ) induces a bijection between the set of models
of X in (B; b) and the set of L-algebra maps from L(X ) to (B; b).


Example 3.8 We specify two models of FinSet . The abstract interpretation,

A, uses the set of nite subsets of N , lifted:
A(FinSet ) = (P n N )? .
The concrete interpretation, C , uses lists:
C (FinSet ) = (N  )? .

The abstract interpretation interprets the various operations as the evident operations on nite sets. The interpretation of exists, for example, is strict in all
three arguments and is such that

true if 9k: m  k  n ^ k 2 x
A(exists)(n; m; x) =
false if :9k: m  k  n ^ k 2 x
For the concrete interpretation, exists works by looking through a list for an
element, include by consing an element onto the front of the list, and so on.

These interpretations work for both the rst-order PCF(FinSet ) ADT and
the variation with the second-order operation new. For example, the abstract
interpretation of empty is simply the empty set, while the abstract interpretation
of new is the function f: f (;). Theorem 3.7 shows in both cases how the models
lift to the whole of PCF(FinSet ).


4 L-relations and Soundness
We now consider how two interpretations can be linked by a logical relation.
Example 4.1 In our example of PCF with !-Cppo, a logical relation between
two interpretations A; C : L(X ) ! M is a family of subsets Rt  Ct  At ,
subject to a completeness condition, where the  and ! cases are determined
inductively.
Rtt = f((x; y); (x0 ; y0 )) j xRt x0 ^ yRt y0 g
Rt!t = f(f; g) j xRt y ) fxRt gyg
0

0

0

0



Categorically, logical relations have been analysed in terms of structurepreserving functors (L-algebra maps) between the semantic category M and a
category of relations [10]. The axiomatic conditions we require of the functors
are that they form a re exive graph. A re exive graph in L-Alg consists of two
L-algebras E and M and structure-preserving functors between them like so:
dom
?
(1)
E  id M
cod
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These functors must be such that both of the composites dom  id and cod  id
are the usual identity functor on M .
Example 4.2 (relations) Take M to be Set and let E be Rel, the category whose objects are triples (R; S; T ) where R  S  T . A morphism from
(R; S; T ) to (R0 ; S 0 ; S 0 ) in Rel is a pair of functions (f : S ! S 0 ; g: T ! T 0) such
that fxR0 gy whenever xRy. The preservation condition is the familiar \logical
relation" property. The exponentiation (R0 ; S 0 ; T 0) R;S;T is (Z; S 0S ; T 0T ) where
Z consists of those pairs of functions satisfying the logical relation property. The
re exive graph structure is obtained by taking dom and cod to be the evident
functors, and de ning id by id(S ) = (f(x; x) j x 2 S g; S; S ) and id(f ) = (f; f ).
Note that Rel is a full sub-CCC of the functor category SetV , where V is the
category with objects 0; 1; 2 and non-identity maps 0 ! 1 and 0 ! 2.
A slight variation on this example is to take M to be !-Cppo and E to be
the category whose objects are complete, pointed relations, in order to handle
the xed-point operator. In this variation E is again Cartesian closed, and is a
full subcategory of M V .


 
 

(

)

Let ; denote the empty hL; Di-sketch. By the universal property for
sketches, there is a unique structure-preserving functor !B : L(;) ! B for any
L-algebra (B; b).

De nition 4.3 (L-relations) Let X be an hL; Di-sketch, and A and C be
structure-preserving functors from L(X ) to M . Then an L-relation from C to
A is a functor q: L(X ) ! E such that the right-hand triangle in the following
diagram commutes and the restriction of q to L(;) along !L X is structure(

preserving:

)

E

L(;)

!L X
(

)

?
?
?
q?
hdom; codi
?
?
?
- L(X ) hC; Ai- M ?M



Note that q as a whole is not required to be structure-preserving.
The idea behind the de nition of L-relation is as follows. First, we require
an account of lifting. We know that any model A of a sketch X in M lifts to a
structure-preserving functor from L(X ) to M . For the same reason, as we shall
see below, any model of X in E lifts to a structure-preserving functor from L(X )
to E . So a rst approximation for the de nition of L-relation would be to take
a structure-preserving functor q: L(X ) ?! E subject to equations linking dom
with C and cod with A. However, we also want an account of composition, but,
as is well known, logical relations, equivalently structure-preserving functors
as above, do not compose in the right way to give a logical relation: we shall
see more of that in Section 5. So we need something more subtle. To simply
drop the requirement that q preserves any structure is too crude: we desire a
soundness requirement to the e ect that, given any map f in L(X ) between two
objects that existed in L, we have C (f ) = A(f ) if C is related to A. Putting
this all together gives the above de nition; we shall see through the course of
the paper that it allows us to prove the results we have mentioned here: lifting,
soundness, and composition.
Back to our formal development, we observe that an L-relation assigns an
\identity relation" to any L(;) object. For the composites
0

A M
L(;) ?! L(X ) ?!
!

and

C M
L(;) ?! L(X ) ?!
must be equal, since A and C preserve structure, and so both composites equal
!M : L(;) ?! M . Further, since id: M ! E , the \identity" map in the re exive
!

graph, is structure-preserving, the composite
id
M M ?!
E
L(;) ?!
!

equals !E , which in turn equals
q
L(;) ?! L(X ) ?!
E
!

In terms of PCF, these observations imply that nat and bool receive equal
interpretations under A and C , and that q assigns identity relations to them.
In our framework, this follows from the structure-preservation requirement in
the de nition of L-relation, and is not an additional explicit requirement.
Now we state an additional condition which we need to treat soundness.
De nition 4.4 A re exive graph is said to satisfy the identity condition if
dom(f ) = cod(f ) whenever S; T 2 ob(M ) and f : id(S ) ! id(T ) in E .

An example of a re exive graph that doesn't satisfy the identity condition is with
Set and Rel, taking dom and cod as above, and with id(X ) = (X  X; X; X ),
the everywhere-true relation.
The identity condition expresses a property we expect of identity relations.
We read it informally as saying that \if two maps dom(f ) and cod(f ) are
in relation then they are equal." In the leading example of Rel the condition characterises the functor id uniquely. Consider, for example, any map
f : id(1) ! id(X ); since id must preserve CCC structure we know that id(1) is a
terminal object in Rel, and hence f consists of two elements a; b 2 R  X  X ,
where id(X ) = (R; X; X ). The identity condition says that these two elements
must be equal, so R is contained in the diagonal relation on X ; the reverse
containment follows from the conditions for re exive graphs.
Although the motivation for the identity condition seems reasonable, we feel
that the condition itself is still rather ad hoc . One problem is that its formulation
depends on the fact that we are working with Cat; we will see that it needs to
be altered slightly when we consider order. Also, one would prefer to have a
more abstract condition, stated in more categorical terms. For the Cat-based
formulation, we can give a simple sucient condition.
Lemma 4.5 A re exive graph (1) satis es the identity condition if the functor
id is full.

(Note that faithfulness of id follows automatically from conditions on re exive
graphs.) All naturally occurring examples of which we are aware satisfy the
fullness requirement, and it is a simpler condition. But we will see that it
needs to be modi ed substantially in the case of order. For all of these reasons
(and the slightly di erent treatment in [21]) we do not feel that we have a full
understanding of the signi cance of identities, or that our treatment is de nitive.
Nevertheless, the identity condition is sucient to secure the following
soundness property, which we regard as a minimal sanity check.

Proposition 4.6 (Soundness) Suppose the re exive graph (1) satis es the
identity condition, and there is an L-relation from C to A. If f : !x! !y is an
arrow in L(X ) between L(;)-objects then A(f ) = C (f ).
id
M
M ?!
E is equal
Proof We know from above that the composite L(;) ?!
LX
q
to L(;) ?! L(X ) ?! E . So, f is sent by q to qf : id( !M x) ?! id( !M y) in E .
Thus, by De nition 4.4, dom(qf ) = cod(qf ). So Af = Cf follows from the
triangle in De nition 4.3.

!

!

The idea behind this result is that types in the language L(;) are our primary concern, and the ADT is introduced simply as a convenient means for
constructing and structuring programs. A program between L(;) types might
make use of the abstract data type, but we do not have access to the internals of the type to enable us to di erentiate between di erent but \abstractly
the same" representations; thus, what ultimately matters is equality between
programs in L(X ) (which may use the ADT), but between L(;) types.
Finally, we present a lifting result, which shows how a relation for an ADT
X extends to the whole language L(X ). This is analogous to both lifting results
in data re nement and to the main lemma of logical relations.
Lemma 4.7 (Lifting) Let X be an hL; Di-sketch . Any models A , C and q
of X such that
0

0

0

E

??
?
q ?
hdom; codi
?
?? - ?
X hC ; A i M  M
0

0

0

commutes uniquely determine an L-relation q between structure-preserving
functors A and C . Furthermore, q is structure-preserving.
Proof We get structure-preserving functors such that

?q
??

??
??

E

hdom; codi

?

L(X ) hC; Ai- M  M
q
commutes from Theorem 3.7, and L(;) ?! L(X ) ?!
E is structure-preserving
because q is.

!

Example 4.8 Continuing Examples 3.2, 3.4, 3.6 and 3.8, we describe a complete relation RFinSet  C (FinSet )  A(FinSet ). This relation contains (?; ?)
and all pairs (hn ; : : : ; nk i; fn ; : : : ; nk g) where hn ; : : : ; nk i is a sequence of natural numbers. This provides a model of the ADT FinSet in Rel (the !-Cppo
1

1

1

version), because each operation preserves the relation. The lifting lemma lifts
this interpretation to an L-relation for the whole of PCF(FinSet ), and soundness
tells us a sense in which the two interpretations are equivalent.
This relation can be used to treat both the rst-order FinSet ADT and the
variation with the second-order operation new .


5 Composition

Consider any example of re nement in which we have M = Set and E = Rel.
Suppose C and A are models, with q an L-relation from C to A. Then C (X )
and A(X ) are sets, and we should like to know precisely which elements a of
A(X ) are related by q(X ) to which elements c of C (X ). Next, given another
L-relation q0 from C 0 to C , we have the same situation for elements c of C (X )
and c0 of C 0 (X ). We can now compose the L-relations, and that tells us which
elements of A(X ) are modelled correctly by which elements of C 0 (X ). This
holds equally in Hoare's situation of sets and functions, as we see in Section 7.
So we axiomatize the notion of composition of L-relations.
Historically, there has been a fundamental problem here, because logical
relations do not compose. However, we have been careful in our de nitions to
ensure that we do not have the full strength of the de nition of logical relation,
which would state that q must preserve L-structure. Our de nition of L-relation
has been more delicate: strong enough to allow our soundness result, but weak
enough to include our leading example of logical relations and their composition,
as we shall see by our main result of this section.
The key point is that while our L-relations need not be (structure preserving)
logical relations, they do need to map L(;) objects to \identity relations." In
terms of the speci c examples L-relations are preserved by composition because
although logical relations generally do not compose, identity relations do.
The fact that we cannot assume that composition preserves the structure
leads us to pass from L-Alg to Cat, as we do not want to assert that our
composition functor comp preserves L-structure. So, we require a functor
comp: E M E ! E , where

E My E 

1



0

?

E

-E

cod

?
M
dom

is a pullback in Cat, satisfying the associativity and unity properties necessary

to make

E M E

comp

a category in Cat.



?
- 
 6
E

dom
id
cod

M

Example 5.1 (Example 4.1 continued) An object of E M E is a pair
(R; S ) of relations, where R  Y  X and S  Z  Y . The functor comp
takes (R; S ) to its composite. For a counterexample to structure preservation,
if R = (;; X; X ) and S 0 = (;; Y; Y ) then comp(R0 ; S 0 )comp R;S need not equal
comp(R0R ; S 0S ). But note that the graph of comp(R0R ; S 0S ) is always a subset
of comp(R0 ; S 0 )comp R;S in Rel.
When we move to second-order functions this inclusion is ipped, so thatR if
3
(f; g) and (g; h) are second-order functions related by logical relations R R2
S3
and S S2 , it does not follow that that (f; h) is in the logical relation obtained
by applying the relational exponent to the composites of Ri 's and Si 's. So it is
not evident how the idea of using the logical relation generated by composites
at base types could work for stepwise re nement.

We remark that our use of id as the name of the functor from M to E is
now justi ed: it is the identity construction for an internal category, the functor
from the category of objects to the category of morphisms that delivers identity
morphisms.
Now x a category in Cat as above, with underlying re exive graph from
L-Alg. Recall that, since there is a unique map !B in L-Alg from L(;) to any
L-algebra (B; b), then an ordinary functor from L(;) into B is an L-algebra map
if and only if it is equal to !B . We let idME : E ! E M E denote (id  cod; idE ),
the unique functor for which
idE
?
E idME- E  E  - E
(

(

)

)

)

(

1

(

)

1



cod

?



M
commutes.

My



0

id

- E?
idM

1


cod

dom - M?
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Lemma 5.2 Let q; q0: L(X ) ! E be functors such that q  !L X = !E = q0  !L X
(

)

(

)

and dom  q = cod  q0 . Then comp  (q; q0 )  !L X = !E .
(

)

E M E

(q; q0 )

?
?
?

?? 6
?
?

L(X )

6

!L X
(

?
?
?

)

idME comp

??
??

E

?

!E

L(;)
Proof First, we show that (q; q0)  !L X = !EM E as in the above diagram.
Since q  !L X and q0  !L X are L-algebra maps, so is (q  !L X ; q0  !L X ), since
pullbacks lift from L-Alg to Cat. But   (q; q0 )  !L X = q  !L X and dually
for q0 , so (q; q0 )  !L X = (q  !L X ; q0  !L X ) by the uniqueness of the mediating
arrow of the pullback in Cat. Thus (q; q0 )  !L X is an L-algebra map, and so
(q; q0 )  !L X = !EM E .
Now, since idME and !E are L-algebra maps, it follows that idME  !E =
(

(

)

(

)

)

(

0

(

)

(

)

(

(

)

(

(

)

)

)

(

(

)

)

)

!EM E ; and since comp is a retract of idME , we have

comp  (q; q0 )  !L X = comp  !EM E = comp  idME  !E = !E :
(

)


As an immediate consequence of this we have
Proposition 5.3 If q and q0 are L-relations from C to A and C 0 to C , respectively, then comp  (q; q0 ) is an L-relation from C 0 to A.

The ability to compose L-relations can now be phrased in terms of a category of such. Speci cally, given a sketch X , we de ne the category L-Rel(X ):
the objects are structure-preserving functors from L(X ) to M , the arrows are
L-relations between such functors, composition is given by comp  (q; q0 ), and
the identity on A: L(X ) ! M is id  A, which can easily be shown to be an
L-relation from A to A.

Example 5.4 The concrete interpretation of FinSet in Example 4.8 uses lists,

and we do not have lists available in our (impractical!) version of PCF. So
we re ne further. We introduce a third interpretation C 0 where C 0 (FinSet ) is
(N? ! N? )  N? , corresponding to the PCF type (nat ! nat)  nat. We write
programs that implement list operations in terms of this representation. The
relation we use to show correctness relates a list hn ; : : : ; nk i to (f; j ) if j = k
1

and hf (1); : : : ; f (k)i = hn ; : : : ; nk i. This nally gives us an implementation of
nite sets in PCF, and composing the relations here and in Example 4.8 gives
us a relation saying which concrete values model which abstract values. By
Proposition 5.3, we know that this composite is an L-relation.

1

6 The Locally Ordered Case
In de ning the notion of soundness, we have required that for any two objects x
and y in L(;), and for any map f : x ! y in L(X ), we have A(f ) = C (f ). In his
account of re nement, Hoare proposed to replace equality with order, to allow
for the possibility of the concrete interpretation being an \improvement" on the
abstract one. Thus, we wish to extend our previous work to allow for order.
All the work of the previous sections, except for that directly about soundness, extends immediately from categories, functors, and structure preserving
functors, to locally ordered categories, locally ordered functors, and structurepreserving locally ordered functors. By a locally ordered category, we mean
a category together with the structure of a poset on each homset, respecting
composition on both sides. The reason all the work extends is ultimately because everything we have said about sketches applies in any locally presentable
category, for which Cat is one example and LocOrd is another; and other than
sketches, we have only used elementary properties of a category with pullbacks,
and any locally presentable category has them. So, extending our de nitions
as above, an L-relation now becomes a locally ordered functor from L(X ) to E
subject to some conditions, a model of a sketch X lifts uniquely to L(X ), and
composition is treated the same way.

Example 6.1 To account for order we make several changes in our examples.
First, we consider !-Cppo as enriched over itself, and add the requirement
that Y is the least xed-point operator. The category of such !-Cppo-enriched
categories is monadic over LocOrd. Next, Example 4.1 with M = !-Cppo uses
a di erent category of relations. Category E = Rel has as objects complete
relations such that if x0  x and xRy and y  y0 , then x0 Ry0 , and the identity
functor is modi ed by putting id(D) = (D ; D; D). This restriction on the
objects is precisely what is needed to get a category object with this id as the
unit.

The revised identity condition is as follows.
De nition 6.2 The re exive graph (1) is said to satisfy the identity condition
if dom(f )  cod(f ) whenever S; T 2 ob(M ) and f : id(S ) ! id(T ) in E .

The motivation for this case is essentially the same as in the case for equality.
In fact, it includes the previous condition as a special case, when the order on
homsets in M and E is discrete. And we have, by essentially the same proof as
before,

Proposition 6.3 (Soundness) Suppose the re exive graph (1) satis es the
f
identity condition, and there is an L-relation from C to A. If !x !
!y is an
arrow in L(X ) between L(;)-objects then A(f )  C (f ).

Example 6.4 In the interpretation of the exists operation, we might require
exists(m; n; x) to have the expected behaviour only when m  n, as in [19]; that
is, the speci cation of the operation has m  n as a precondition. To handle
this, we change the abstract interpretation of exists so that exists(m; n; x) = ?
if m > n, and otherwise leave it as before. We interpret ? here as a \don't care"
condition, a form of underspeci cation. Now, when m > n the concrete interpretation may return a non-? element, say true . To reason about these we use a
relation between abstract and concrete interpretations containing (?; ?) and all
pairs (hn ; : : : ; nk i; fn ; : : : ; nk g) as before, but also containing (hn ; : : : ; nk i; ?).
This is a relation in Rel , so we use lifting and soundness to conclude that
AP  CP if P is a closed term of type nat.
More realistic examples of this kind can be found in the re nement literature,
using nondeterminism to allow for underspeci cation.

1

1

1

This all makes the case of order look very similar to that for equality. But
there are some di erences. One, as we have already seen, is the need to alter
the category of relations in the example of !-Cppo. Another is that the fullyfaithful characterisation does not generalise directly.
We need some work to generalise the fully faithful characterisation. First,
note that id: M ! E being fully faithful may be expressed equivalently as the
assertion that, if the (bijective on objects, fully faithful)-factorizaton of id is
given by

M

@



-I

@id
@@ 
@R ?
E

then  is an isomorphism. This is equivalent to the assertion that the composite functor from I to E to M  M is isomorphic to the diagonal functor
: M ! M  M .
Now, given any locally ordered category M , we may de ne the locally ordered
f to have the same objects as M , with an arrow in M
f from S to T
category M
being given by a pair of maps (g; h) in M from S to T , with g  h. The
f into a locally ordered category is evident. We let
rest of the data to make M
f
: M ?! M  M denote the locally ordered functor that is the diagonal on
objects and takes (g; h) to (g; h). Then we can nally state
Lemma 6.5 A re exive graph (1) in LocOrd satis es the identity condition if

f ?! I , such that the following diagram commutes.
there is an isomorphism j : M
I
j
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-E

hdom; codi

?

f
M
 M M



7 Data Re nement
We conclude with a detailed analysis of the relationship between the de nitions
here and Hoare's approach to data re nement. Hoare de nes a re nement from
a functor C : L(X ) ! M to A: L(X ) ! M to be a natural transformation from
C to A. We may regard the naturality diagram

Ax
x

6

Cx

Af

- Ay
6

y

Cf

- Cy

as a correctness requirement, saying that the concrete program Cf followed by
the abstraction function y gives the same result as the abstraction function x
followed by the abstract program.
To see this in our terms, take E to be the arrow category M ! . A morphism
from g: S ! T to g0 : S 0 ! T 0 in M ! is a commutative square

T
g

6

S

h

- T0
6
g0

k

- S0

There is an evident re exive graph structure, with E = M ! , id sending S to
idS : S ! S , and dom and cod evident. Now, with this re exive graph, we have
Proposition 7.1 Consider structure-preserving functors A; C : L(X ) ! M ;
then there is a bijection between L-relations from C to A and natural transformations from C to A that are the identity on L(;).
Proof The natural transformation : dom ) cod sends f : x ! y to itself. The
bijection then takes an L-relation q from C to A to the natural transformation
q: C ) A obtained via composition.


For the statement of this proposition we have to assume that the monad L
is obtained from covariant structure; i.e., when L is a 2-monad, as is the case
for categories with small coproducts, products or monoidal structure. In those
cases, M ! also has such structure, and the embedding into Rel is essentially
the embedding of M ! into M V sending f : S ! T to (idS ; f ). The case of order
can also be treated by replacing natural transformations by lax transformations
and M ! by Oplax(2; M ) [7, 8]. Note that the use of 2-categorical, quasi-2categorical, and enriched structure in the treatments of data re nement based
on natural (or lax) transformations [5, 7] is not required in the logical-relation
formulation.
Several remarks are in order. First, for the re exive graph with E = M ! ,
the notion of L-relation is asymmetric : if there is a re nement (= L-relation
or natural transformation) from C to A, then it does not imply that there is a
re nement from A to C . The point is that our axiomatic setup does not build
in symmetry, so we can account for cases where asymmetry is natural.
Second, in contrast to Rel, the functor dom does not in this case preserve
exponents, so this graph does not immediately give an analysis of higher-order
structure. However, an analysis of a rst-order ADT, done exclusively via
Hoare's method of abstraction functions, can be consistent with higher-order
structure: embed M ! in another E that supports higher order. If we take E
to be Rel, we can use the embedding that sends a function to the relation with
the same graph.
Third, the way Hoare proposes to address higher-order structure is via total
simulations; i.e., embedding-projection pairs. To illustrate the di erence between the two approaches, consider an interpretation of FinSet (Example 3.2)
in Set, where
A(FinSet ) = P n N
C (FinSet ) = N 
We can reason about these representations using the relation that relates a nite
set to a list with the same elements in some order, possibly with repetitions,
and this immediately extends to higher order. But it is less clear how to treat
this example using embedding-projection pairs. The natural relation here is not
an embedding-projection pair, but it is still a relation that we can and should
like to consider. So we regard the use of logical relations here as better in this
regard than that of embedding-projection pairs.
We should like to emphasize the debt we owe to Hoare's work through the
whole of this paper. In particular, his insistence that data re nement could be
understood abstractly in terms of category-theoretic structure, and the composability of his data re nements, in uenced our de nition of L-relation, which we
regard as the fundamental de nition of the paper.
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